Attacks on Android Systems and a Systematic Security Analysis on Vendor Customization

This talk consists of two parts. For the first part, I will present some of the recent attacks/vulnerabilities that we have identified, including the code injection attacks on the HTML5-based apps, the hanging attribute reference vulnerability, and data residue vulnerabilities in Android OS. In the second part, I will present a systematic analysis on the security impact of the vendor customization. Android customization offers substantially different experiences and rich functionalities to users. Every party in the customization chain, such as vendors and carriers, modify the OS and the pre-installed apps to tailor their devices for a variety of models, regions, and custom services. However, these modifications do not come at no cost. We have systematically identified security features that, if altered during the customization, can introduce potential risks. We conducted a large scale analysis on 591 custom images to detect inconsistent security features.
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